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Abstract—In this paper we propose a dynamically invoked 
Service Based Access Control (SBAC) Model to efficiently deal 
with the Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attacks. The 
main idea of the SBAC is based on the observation that if the 
routers have information about the services that are running 
on the end host and can identify the upper layer traffic from 
the IP packet payload, then it becomes easy to differentiate 
between legitimate and attack traffic for that particular victim 
server. To minimise the overhead on the routers, the SBAC 
model is invoked during the attack times only and the victim’s 
traffic is processed separately. The boundary routers in SBAC 
model validate each incoming packet to the victim on a per 
server basis. Only the packets that are considered to be 
accessing the legitimate services are passed and the remaining 
packets are dropped. Hence, at this stage the victim’s network 
is immune to any dynamic changes in attack pattern if the 
attack packets are not accessing the legitimate services at the 
victim end. The packets that are considered to be accessing 
legitimate services of the victim machine/network are marked 
with a unique ID and destined to the victim. If any of the 
received packets are found to be malicious, the unique ID 
enables the victim to identify service specific attack signature 
for each ingress SBAC router and prevent the attack traffic at 
that particular router. We will also discuss how the SBAC 
model deals with attacks on the infrastructure of the 
Autonomous System. 

Keywords-Access control; Denial of Service; Autonomous 
System; Traceback 

I.  INTRODUCTION  
Denial of Service (DoS) attacks [1, 2] prevents access to 

resources by the legitimate users. Distributed Denial of 
Service (DDoS) attacks is a case where several hundreds of 
zombies or botnets (compromised machines) are involved in 
the generation of attack traffic. In most of the cases, the 
owners of the zombie machines are not even aware that their 
systems are compromised and being used to generate DDoS 
attacks. DDoS is one of the major threats in the current 
Internet.  After a series of attacks on major sites like 
Microsoft, Yahoo, EBay and FBI during the year 2000, 
today there is an increased threat of Denial of service attacks 
in the Internet. Also, the gap between ease of operating the 
tools to generate DDoS and the complexity of the tools that 
can detect the attack is continuously increasing. 

A detail discussion on the classification of attacks is 
presented in [3]. According to [4], there are six million 

zombies in the Internet and more than 63000 zombies are 
active every day. The zombies can be hired for a nominal 
price ($6-$20 per machine) and some of the zombies have 
been identified in the fortune 500 companies’ networks 
which have considerable security policies. Hence it is clear 
that attack traffic can originate from sites that are considered 
to be trusted. Since the zombies are very cheaply available, 
recently there have been some incidents demanding ransom 
(extortion) from potential sites.  

Although, several techniques have been developed to 
deal with the attacks, there is an increasing trend of DoS 
attacks in the Internet. It has been observed [5] that some 
1000 attacks occur on a daily basis. Hence it is clear that 
most of the proposed techniques are not being used in 
practice due to several reasons such as lack of incentives for 
the technique to be deployed or due to complexity of the 
technique or the proposed techniques are not addressing the 
real time challenges for the technique to be used in practice. 
For example, although ingress filtering [6] is supported by 
most of the existing routers, the recent DNS reflection attack 
[7] confirms that ingress filtering is not being used by the 
ISPs. This is due to overhead on the routers and/or lack of 
incentives for the ISP’s to provide this feature. Even if some 
of the ISP’s implement this filtering, this will not be of direct 
advantage to its customers. The technique is only effective if 
deployed universally.   

In this paper, we consider autonomous system 
architecture and propose a Service Based Access Control 
(SBAC) model to efficiently deal with the DDoS attacks. We 
will discuss how the SBAC model can efficiently deal with 
the attacks on the customer host/networks that are connected 
to the Autonomous System (AS) and the attacks on the 
infrastructure of the AS.    

The paper is organized as follows. Section II presents 
some of the important work that is related to our model. 
Section III first considers the motivation for our work and 
presents the SBAC model. Section IV presents a general 
discussion on SBAC model and Section V concludes. 

II. RELATED WORK 
There has been considerable research addressing the 

problem of DDoS in the Internet. Several techniques have 
been proposed to enhance the attack detection/prevention 
capabilities of the existing tools such as firewalls, intrusion 
detection systems, routers, and network management 
systems to efficiently deal with the DDoS attacks. A detail 
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discussion on the proposed techniques is considered in [3]. 
Here we discuss some of the important techniques that are 
related to our model.  

Service based access control [8, 9] is traditionally used in 
the security tools like firewalls and intrusion detection 
systems. Such tools are deployed at the network boundary or 
within the network to detect and prevent the servers from 
different types of attacks. However such tools are not 
efficient in dealing with DDoS attacks. Although, the tools 
can protect the network servers from different kinds of 
attacks, the victim cannot provide its services to legitimate 
clients in the Internet since all the available bandwidth is 
consumed by the attack traffic. However it will be very 
beneficial if the service based access control is applied at a 
point that is nearest to the source of the attack.   

Several filtering techniques [6, 10-13] have been 
proposed to validate the source address of the IP packets. 
The main idea is that if traffic with spoofed source addresses 
can be minimised in the Internet, then this can also minimise 
DDoS attacks with spoofed source addresses. This will only 
leave DDoS attacks with correct source addresses. Ingress 
filtering [6] prevents traffic with spoofed addresses from 
entering into the ISP domain and egress filtering [10] ensures 
that any packet leaving the network boundary has valid 
source address. However these techniques should be 
universally deployed for them to be effective. Also this 
technique does not provide any direct benefit to the networks 
that deploy this kind of filtering.   In SAVE [11], routers 
generate an update towards the destination regarding the 
source address of the host/network that is connected to it. 
Although this technique can deal with the validation of the 
dynamic source addresses, some attacks can be performed by 
sending false updates. IDPF [12] can be implemented at the 
victim network and can prove to be effective with partial 
deployment. The other benefit of this technique is that it 
directly benefits the customers of the AS in which this 
technique is deployed. Hop count filtering [13] is a light 
weight technique which can be used at the victim network to 
detect traffic with spoofed address based on the abnormal 
time to live values in the IP header.  

Some authors have suggested traceback techniques [14-
17] to identify the approximate spoofed source of attack. The 
main idea of the traceback techniques is that if the 
approximate spoofed source of attack can be identified, then 
attack traffic can be filtered nearest to the attacking source.  
This will result in saving of the bandwidth at the victim’s 
end and for all upstream routers between the victim and the 
attacking sources. Some traceback techniques [15, 17] can be 
performed only during the time of attack and some traceback 
techniques [14, 16] are capable of performing post-mortem 
analysis. Some authors suggested traceback using packet 
marking [14], logging [15, 16], overlay networks [15] and 
pushback technique [17].  

Earlier we have proposed [18, 19] an automated model to 
deal with the DDoS attacks in single ISP domain and 
extended [20] this model to multiple ISP domains. However 
our previous work deals with the attacks at the network 
layer.  

Statistical based filtering techniques [9, 21] maintain the 
normal traffic behavior for each server or network. During 
the time of attack, the incoming packets are scored by 
comparing them with the stored traffic pattern. Packets that 
do not match with the stored patterns are considered to be 
malicious and dropped. However, several new applications 
are being developed on a daily basis. The traffic behavior 
can vary with the deployment of new applications and hence 
the behavior has to be captured when new applications are 
installed. Otherwise, this can lead to significant false 
positives and false negatives and cause collateral damage. 
Also, if the attacker has knowledge on the traffic behavior of 
the victim’s network, then the attack traffic can be generated 
similar pattern. These techniques cannot deal with the attacks 
that are generated with legitimate traffic pattern. 

Huici and Handley [22] proposed to tunnel the packets 
between the routers that are directly connected to the source 
and destination. However there are several limitations for the 
model to be deployed in the Internet. One of the weaknesses 
for such models is that the current routers are not aware of 
the router address to which the destination hosts are directly 
connected. In order for this model to be effective, this 
information has to be broadcasted through out the Internet. In 
addition, several hosts in the Internet use a dynamic IP 
address. Hence this information has to be updated on a 
continuous basis. This updating process itself can lead to 
different types of DDoS attacks.   

The recent developments in multimedia services such as 
VoIP and several P2P applications have some specific 
requirements in terms of QoS. A dramatic increase in such 
applications is also making the ISPs to move towards usage 
based billing. In order to satisfy the requirements of 
emerging applications and to achieve usage based billing, 
there is a stringent requirement for the identification of 
application layer traffic from the IP packets. Hence there is 
ongoing research [8, 23, 24] in identifying application layer 
traffic from the IP packet. Some of the routers [25] are 
already capable of identifying the application layer traffic by 
observing the TCP/IP header values and the IP payload.   
However the techniques are not efficient and there is a need 
for further research in this direction. 

III. SERVICE BASED ACCESS CONTROL 

A. Motivation for SBAC 
The legitimate clients would like to access one or more 

services from the network which is experiencing the DDoS 
attack. On the other hand, a DDoS victim network would 
like to service all the legitimate customers’ requests. 
However, if the network is under attack, it is advantageous to 
provide maximum possible service for the legitimate traffic 
and penalize the malicious traffic. Since, it is not always 
possible to differentiate between legitimate and malicious 
traffic, some legitimate traffic which is similar to malicious 
traffic may be penalized during the attack times.   

In most of the cases, the owners of the compromised 
machines (zombies) are not aware about the compromise of 
their system. While the owners of the machine are 
legitimately accessing the services from the victim network, 
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the backdoor programs may be sending attack traffic to the 
victim network and the user may not even be aware about 
this attack. In such cases, it is desirable to provide access to 
the legitimate requests from the user and only penalize the 
malicious traffic generated by the backdoor program. 

The attack traffic can be generated with correct source 
address or spoofed source address. A predefined white list 
will not suffice because the zombies can use the source 
address of the trusted sites. Also, as already stated in Section 
I, some zombies have been identified in the networks of the 
fortune 500 companies. Hence an access control which is 
based on source address will not suffice for the case of 
DDoS attack.   

When the attack signatures dynamically changes, most of 
the models require the detection and reaction process to be 
initiated from the beginning. This can consume considerable 
amount of time and can severely degrade the availability of 
the victims network. Hence there should be a mechanism to 
detect and efficiently deal with the changes in the attack 
traffic pattern. 

B. SBAC Operation 
As shown in Figure 1, SBAC routers are implemented on 

all the boundary routers of the Autonomous System (AS) or 
the Internet Service Provider (ISP). We use the terms AS and 
ISP interchangeably throughout the paper.  The SBAC 
routers maintain the database of all the other SBAC routers 
within its domain. The details include the 32-bit IP address 
of the SBAC router and a 16-bit unique ID (which is 16-bit 
hash value of the 32-bit IP address of the SBAC router which 
are calculated using some standard function). The SBAC 
router that is connected to the victim network is called the 
egress SBAC router and all other SBAC routers are called as 
ingress SBAC router. If the attacking source network and 
victim network are connected to the same SBAC router, then 
we refer the port to which the attacking source network is 
connected as the ingress port and the port to which the victim 
network is connected as the egress port.  For example, in 
Figure 1, if some of the hosts in Customer Network 2 are 
compromised and are sending attack traffic to the victim 
network then the port of SBAC router 1 to which the 
Customer Network 2 is connected is called the ingress port 
and the port of SBAC router 1 to which the victim network is 
connected is called the egress port.   

The main aim of our model is to prevent the attack traffic 
at the ingress SBAC router that is nearest to the source of 
attack. If the attacking source network and victim source 
network are connected to the same SBAC router, then the 
attack traffic has to be prevented at the ingress port of the 
egress SBAC router. In order to achieve this goal in practice, 
there should be a mechanism for the victim to differentiate 
the traffic that is originating from each ingress SBAC router.  
The packet marking in our model enables the victim to 
differentiate the traffic that is originating from each ingress 
SBAC router. Also, during the attack, the other important 
aim of our model is to provide maximum possible service to 
the legitimate traffic and significantly penalize attack traffic 
with little or no collateral damage. 

Let us make some assumptions before discussing the 
operation of the SBAC model. The routers can differentiate 
between the application layer traffic from the IP payload. 
The routers in the Autonomous systems where SBAC is 
deployed are not compromised. Zombies can generate any 
type of attack traffic with correct or spoofed source address 
and can dynamically change the type of attack traffic pattern. 
We consider attacking source as the sources that are 
connected to the boundary routers of the ISP. In case of 
attack traffic originating from upstream ISP, then the 
attacking source is considered as the upstream ISP boundary 
router that is directly connected to the SBAC router in which 
our model is deployed. The victim has some security tools 
such as [26] or deploys any of the techniques such as [9, 17, 
27, 28] to identify the attack signatures. Attack signature is 
the pattern of traffic that enables differentiation between the 
good packets and the attack packets. 

The customer network which is experiencing the DDoS 
attack sends a request to the egress SBAC router. After 
proper authentication between them, the victim updates the 
egress SBAC router with the IP address of each server and 
the services running on each server. In addition, if the victim 
has some statistical data for the legitimate traffic pattern for 
each server, then it can also update these details to the egress 
SBAC router. The format of the update is shown in Table 1.  
The IP address is the 32-bit IP address of each server and the 
services specify different services running on the server. A 
single server can be running several services. However, in 
this paper we will only consider that each server is running a 
single service. The legitimate traffic pattern specifies the 
different parameters of the traffic at different layers that are 

Transit 
Router 

SBAC 
Router 1 

SBAC 
Router 2

SBAC 
Router 4

SBAC 
Router 3 

Upstream 
AS/ISP 1 

Upstream 
AS/ISP 2

Customer 
Network N

Victim 
Network

Customer 
Network 2

Figure 1: SBAC Model for Autonomous System 
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considered as legitimate for each server. For example, this 
can have the information about the maximum or minimum 
packet length, packet arrival rate, TCP/IP header values, and 
different layer protocols.  

The egress SBAC router updates the victim’s details to 
all the ingress SBAC routers and requests to validate the 
traffic that is destined to the victim’s network and mark the 
packets with the unique ID of the ingress SBAC router.  The 
ingress SBAC routers filter the traffic that is destined to the 
victim network and validate the incoming packets on per 
server basis. Since we have assumed that the SBAC routers 
can identify different layers of traffic from the IP payload 
and since all the ingress SBAC routers are aware of the 
services running on each server of the victim network, they 
can easily differentiate between the legitimate and malicious 
traffic for each server. If more than one customer network is 
connected to the egress SBAC router (see Fig.1), then the 
egress SBAC router validates the incoming traffic from each 
ingress port that is connected to the other customer networks.   

If the incoming packet is not accessing a legitimate 
service at the victim end, then the packet is considered to be 
malicious and dropped by the ingress SBAC router. Hence 
during this stage all the incoming attack/junk packets which 
are not accessing legitimate services at the victim end are 
dropped at a point that is nearest to the source of attack. In 
addition, the victims’ network is immune to dynamic 
changes in attack traffic pattern if the attack packets are not 
accessing the legitimate services at the victim end.  

If the incoming packets are accessing a legitimate service 
at the victim end, then the ingress SBAC routers will not be 
able to differentiate if the packet is benign or malicious. 
Hence during this stage the victim network is still vulnerable 
to DDoS attacks and dynamic changes in the attack traffic 
pattern if the attack traffic is accessing legitimate services at 
the victim end.  

During this stage let us consider a simple scenario where 
a user is legitimately accessing some services from the 
victim network and also assume that a backdoor program 
within the user’s computer is sending attack traffic to the 
victim network. If the attack traffic generated by the 
backdoor program is not accessing legitimate services at the 
victim end, such traffic will be prevented at the ingress 

SBAC router. On the other hand, if the backdoor program is 
actually flooding the victim server with attack traffic that is 
accessing legitimate services at the victim end then it will be 
successful in generating the attack traffic on the victim 
during this stage. For example, in Figure 1 let us consider 
two servers in the victim network. The first server is 
providing email service to the users with SMTP at 
application layer, TCP at transport layer and IP at the 
network layer as legitimate traffic. The second server is 
hosting DNS server with DNS protocols at the application 
layer, UDP at the transport layer, IP at the network layer as 
legitimate traffic. Now let us assume that a user in customer 
network N connected to SBAC Router 2 is accessing the 
email service from the first server in the victim network with 
SMTP at application layer, TCP at transport layer and IP at 
the network layer. Also, assume that a backdoor program 
within the user’s computer is actually flooding the DNS 
server in the victim network with malicious TCP flood 
traffic. In this case the user will not notice any difference in 
accessing the email service since he is legitimately accessing 
the mail service with SMTP at application layer, TCP at 
transport layer and IP at the network layer from the victim 
network. On the other hand all the TCP traffic generated by 
the backdoor program which is destined to the DNS server 
will be dropped by the ingress SBAC router 2 because TCP 
traffic is not considered as legitimate for DNS server. Hence 
our model can efficiently prevent the attack traffic at the 
ingress SBAC router if the attack traffic is not accessing 
legitimate services at the victim end. However, in this stage 
this will not prevent the attack traffic if the backdoor 
program is also flooding the email server in victim’s network 
with malicious mail traffic. Hence, during this stage the 
victim network is vulnerable to attacks only if the attack 
traffic is accessing the legitimate service at the victim end. 
For example, in this case, the mail server in the victim 
network can be subject to DDoS attack if the attack traffic is 
generated by targeting the vulnerabilities in SMTP at the 
application layer and/or vulnerabilities in the TCP at the 
transport layer and/or vulnerabilities in IP at the network 
layer.   

Now let us discuss how to deal with the attacks if the 
attack packets are accessing legitimate services at the victim 
end. Packets that are considered to access legitimate services 
are marked with the unique ID of the ingress SBAC router 
and destined to the victim. Packets are marked in the 16-bit 
fragment ID field of the IP packet. If the packet is already 
marked, then the packet could be an attack packet that is 
marked by the attacker or it could be a legitimate fragmented 
packet.  Since fragments are known to contribute for 
different types of DoS attacks, we do not want to 
differentiate between legitimate packets that are fragments 
and attack packets that are marked by an attacker. Also, 
fragments contribute to less than 0.25% of the Internet traffic 
[14]. Hence all the packets that are marked in the fragment 
ID field are dropped by the ingress SBAC routers. It should 
be noted that only fragmented packets that are destined to the 
victim will be dropped and only during the attack times. 

Since SBAC routers are deployed on all the boundary 
routers, all the packets that are received at the victim end will 

S.No IP 
Address 

Services Legitimate Traffic 
Pattern 

1 32-bit IP 
Address 

Mail  SMTP, TCP, max/min 
packet length, packet 
arrival rate, TCP/IP 
header values, port 
numbers, etc. 

2 32-bit IP 
Address 

DNS DNS, UDP, max/min 
packet length, packet 
arrival rate, UDP/IP 
header values, port 
numbers etc. 

Table 1. Update from Victim to Egress SBAC Router
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have the unique ID of the ingress SBAC router. If any of the 
received packets is found to be malicious, then the ingress 
SBAC router through which the packet entered the ISP can 
be determined from the unique ID. If the amount of 
suspicious packets received from an ingress SBAC router 
reaches a specified threshold, then the victim can identify 
service specific attack signature [9, 21, 27] for that particular 
ingress SBAC router using the unique ID. Security tools 
such as snort [26] support this kind of attack signature 
identification. The victim updates the egress SBAC router 
with the attack signatures based on unique ID and requests it 
to prevent the attack traffic at the ingress SBAC router. 

The egress SBAC router retrieves the 32-bit IP address of 
the ingress SBAC router from its database using the unique 
ID and updates that particular ingress SBAC router with the 
attack signature and requests it to prevent the packets that are 
matching with the attack signature. Since attack signatures 
are identified based on the unique ID, only the ingress SBAC 
routers through which the service specific attack traffic is 
passing will receive this command. The ingress SBAC 
routers which receive this request first drops the junk/attack 
packets that are not accessing the legitimate services at the 
victim end. The packets that are considered to be accessing 
the legitimate service are matched with the attack signature 
issued by the egress SBAC router.  The packets that are 
matching with the attack signature are considered to be 
malicious and dropped. The packets that are not matching 
with the attack signature are marked with the unique ID and 
destined to the victim. This enables the victim to detect and 
efficiently deal with the dynamic changes in the attack traffic 
pattern.  Also, in this case it is important to note that the 
dynamic changes in attack traffic will be successful only if 
the attacker can change the attack traffic by targeting the 
application/service specific vulnerabilities for each service. 
The ingress SBAC routers update the egress SBAC router at 
regular intervals on how much attack traffic is being received 
during that interval.  Prevention of the attack will be done 
until the ingress SBAC routers receive a reset signal from the 
egress SBAC router. 

C. Attacks against SBAC itself 
Now let us discuss how to protect this scheme 

(infrastructure) itself from DDoS attacks. For example, the 
attacker can generate DDoS attacks on the SBAC routers or 
the transit routers of the Autonomous System in which 
SBAC model is deployed.  There can be two different types 
of DDoS attacks on the SBAC or transit routers. In the first 
case, the attack traffic can be destined to the routers and in 
the second case, the routers are made to forward more 
packets than their capacity.  

The SBAC router only responds to the requests from the 
customer network that is directly connected to it. If any of 
the sources from the directly connected customer networks is 
maliciously flooding the SBAC router, then the SBAC router 
can dynamically apply filters to drop the attack packets that 
are destined to it.  For example in Figure 1, if the sources 
connected to customer network 2 is flooding the SBAC 
Router 1, then it can dynamically apply filters at customer 

network 2 interface to drop the attack packets that are 
destined to it.   

If the attack traffic is originating from multiple 
sources/networks that are not directly connected to the 
SBAC router, then the operation of the SBAC itself can be 
used to protect the attack on the routers. In Figure 1, let us 
assume DDoS attack on SBAC Router 1 from all the sources 
that are connected to SBAC router 2, and SBAC router 3.  In 
this case, SBAC Router 1 sends a request to all SBAC 
routers in the AS. Since there is no need for any of the 
customer network that are not directly connected to SBAC 
Router 1 to send a request to it, the ingress SBAC routers 2 
and 3 drop all the packets that are destined to the SBAC 
Router 1. Also note that we have assumed that none of the 
SBAC or transit routers within the AS are compromised. 
Hence attack traffic can be prevented during the first stage 
itself.  

In the second case, if the routers are made to forward 
more packets than their capacity, then the technique is 
similar to congestion control. If router receives more number 
of packets than it can process, it can drop the additional 
packets. However the drop can be done according to the 
policy specification between the AS and the customer 
network.  

D. SBAC Router Architecture 
The architecture of SBAC router is show in Figure 2. 

The algorithm for the operation of SBAC is shown in Figure 
3. The functions Validate(p) and AttackSignature(p) are 
implemented in the SBACF module and the function 
MarkPacket(p) is implemented in the Packet Marking 
module.    

During the attack, the victim’s traffic is filtered and 
passed to the Packet Processing Unit (PPU). The PPU 
analyses the IP packet to determine the services accessed by 
the packet.  Techniques such as NBAR [25] or content based 
application recognition [8, 9, 23, 24] or statistical data [9, 21] 
of the victim (provided by egress SBAC router to ingress 
SBAC routers) can be used in the PPU to identify the 
application data by inspecting the header values and payload 
of the IP packets.  The output from the PPU is fed to the 
Service Based Access Control Filter (SBACF). 

The destination address of the incoming packet can be 
determined from the 32-bit destination address field of the IP 
packet and the service accessed by the packet is specified by 
the packet processing unit. The 32-bit IP address of each 
victim server and the services running on each server are 
specified by the egress SBAC router. Now the SBACF 
compares these data to determine if the incoming packet is 
legitimate.  

There are two stages in the SBACF Filter. In the first 
stage, the packets from the PPU are validated to check if the 
service accessed by the packet is actually provided by the 
victim machine. If the service accessed by the packet is 
matching with the service provided by the end host, then the 
packet is considered to be legitimate and passed to the Packet 
Marking module. Otherwise, the packet is considered to be 
malicious and dropped by the SBACF. The second stage is 
invoked only if the egress SBAC router sends an attack 
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signature and requests the ingress SBAC router to prevent 
the packets that are matching with the attack signature. In the 
second stage, if a packet is considered to be accessing 
legitimate service at the victim network, then the packet is 
further checked to verify if the packet matches with the 
attack signature of the SBAC router. If the packet matches 
with the attack signature, then the packet is dropped. If the 
packet is not matching with the attack signature, then the 
packet is passed to the Packet Marking module. It should be 
noted that packets are marked even if they do not match with 
the attack signature. This enables the victim to quickly detect 
and respond to the dynamic changes in the attack traffic 
pattern. 

The Packet Marking module marks the fragment ID field 
of the IP packet with the unique ID of the SBAC router and 
passes the packet to the routing module.  If the packet is 
already marked, the packet is dropped. This is because the 
packet could be an attack packet that is marked by the 
attacker or it could be a legitimate fragmented packet that is 
destined to the victim network. As already stated, fragments 
are known to contribute for different types of attacks. So, 
during attack we do not differentiate between the packet that 
are marked by an attacker and the legitimate fragmented 
packets destined to the victim. 

IV. DISCUSSION 
Let us consider how our model can be used in practice. 

One of the requirements for the implementation of our model 
is that the routers should be able to differentiate the 
application layer traffic from the IP payload. Already some 
of the existing routers [25] are capable of identifying the 
application layer traffic from the IP payload. Since we do not 
have access to NBAR routers we are not able to demonstrate 
the prototype implementation of the SBAC model. However 
we refer the reader to prototype implementations of our 
previous work [29, 30] which was developed with minor 
modifications to the existing tools such as network based 
intrusion detection system, network management system and 
Cisco routers. Hence we believe that our previous prototype 
can be easily extend to support SBAC model if the routers 
are capable of identifying the application layer traffic from 
the IP payload.  

Now let us consider the reasons that motivate vendors to 
develop tools that support our model and incentives for the 
service providers and the DDoS victims to use our model in 
practice. One of the requirements for our scheme is that the 
routers should be able to identify the application layer traffic 
from the IP packet.  The recent advancements in providing 
multimedia services in wired and wireless networks is 
demanding the vendors to develop tools that can identify the 
application data by observing a packet at the network layer. 
This is because the multimedia traffic requires higher quality 
of service (QoS). In order to provide higher QoS to the 
multimedia traffic, the routers should be able to differentiate 
the multimedia traffic from other traffic. Hence there is clear 
motivation for the vendors to develop tools that can identify 
the application layer traffic from the IP packet.  There is 
ongoing research [23, 24] to efficiently identify the 
application layer traffic from the IP payload and some of the 

Packet 
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Packet 
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Routing 
Module

SBACF 

Filter 
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Figure 2. SBAC Router Architecture 

In Out

Egress SBAC router requests (services 
provided by victim, attack signatures)   

Let V represent the victim network such that V = {v1, v2, v3 
…vn}, where vi represents the 32-bit IP address of the each 
individual server 
 
Let S represent services hosted by V such that S= {s1, s2, s3 
…sn}, where si represents the services hosted by vi  
 
For each vi, there exists a legitimate service si 
 
Let I represent unique ID of Ingress SBAC router 
Let As (I) represent attack signature for Ingress SBAC 
router I 
Let p(s) represent the service accessed by the incoming 
packet which is determined by packet processing unit 

 
At each ingress SBAC router I, validate each incoming 
packet ’p’ that is destined to V (vi): 

 
Validate (p)   

1. check if p(s)  ∈ vi(si)  
a. if true 

i. If Stage 2 == true, 
AttackSignature (p) 

ii. else, MarkPacket (p)  
b. if false, drop current packet ‘p’ 

2. validate next packet 
 
 

Attack Signature (p)        
1. check if ‘p’ ∈ As(I)  

a. If true, drop current packet ‘p’, 
b. else, MarkPacket (p) 

 
MarkPacket (p)  

1. check if ‘p’ is already marked 
a. if true, drop packet p 
b. else 

i. mark ‘p’ with  unique ID I  
ii. pass packet to routing module 

Figure 3. Algorithm for SBAC 
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routers [25] are capable of identifying the application data 
from the IP packet.  

 Service providers can offer this service as a compliment 
to its customers to attract more customers. Preventing the 
attack traffic at the ingress boundary router is also beneficial 
to the ISP. If the ISP prevents the attack traffic only at the 
egress router, then it can drain the resources of all the ingress 
routers and the transit routers to route the attack traffic to the 
egress router.  Alternatively, the model can be invoked only 
if the DDoS victim offers some incentives to its service 
provider. Since DDoS attacks can cause considerable 
financial loss, the victim can offer some incentives to his 
service provider to invoke the model and prevent the attack 
traffic at the ingress edge router. For instance, instead of 
paying ransom amount to extortion groups, the DDoS victim 
can offer nominal incentives for its service provider to 
provide this premium service.  

V. CONCLUSION 
We have proposed SBAC model to efficiently deal with 

the DDoS attacks. The access control is implemented on a 
fine granularity and our model enables the victim to provide 
its services for the legitimate requests that originate from 
compromised machines. We have considered how the model 
deals with attacks on the customer host/network that are 
connected to the AS and the attacks on the infrastructure of 
the AS. Our model is invoked only during the times of attack 
and hence the overhead on the routers is only during the time 
of attack. Once the model is invoked, the victim network is 
immune to the dynamic changes in the attack traffic pattern 
if the attack traffic is not accessing the legitimate services at 
the victim end. If the attack traffic is accessing the legitimate 
services at the victim end then the packet marking enables to 
identify service specific attack signature for each ingress 
SBAC router and prevent the attack at a point that is nearest 
to the source of the attack. We have discussed how our 
model can be beneficial to the service providers and the 
DDoS victims. We have also discussed how the recent 
developments in voice and multimedia services will be 
driving force for the vendors to develop tools that suit our 
model. 
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